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Pinkney Mikell rated it it was ok Jul 08, Traditional weapons can be expensive, dangerous, and - in the blur of an attack - easily turned against
you, but with this life-saving advice, you can avoid these risks and defend yourself by deploying the hidden tactical uses of ordinary items. Return
to Book Page. This blinding light should do the trick of disorienting your assailant and thereby giving you the advantage to provide a swift kick to
the groin with your knee. Stock photo. A pen has a sharp point and aimed properly can be a defensive weapon. Charlie Daniel marked it as to-
read Apr 23, Preppers uncomfortable with the real deal should consider having a replica. What do you do? The obvious place to head in your
kitchen is for the knives. Fati Kh marked it as to-read Feb 24, Knowledge weighs nothing, but your creativity is what will save your life. Another
man-made weapon that does the same is called a high power microwave weapon HPMW for short. Showing Global pandemic. Sure, you could
see it as an investment in an emergency situation. Or if for some reason I have to actually fight them, I can do whatever damage I want while
they're figuring out that baseball caps are NOT flails. No trivia or quizzes yet. Broomstick Spear. Alternatively, wrap the belt around your wrist on
the soft side with the sharp metal edge that you can whip around to attack. Why not keep a bag of quarters in your purse in a poop bag? We hope
you never need to improvise weapons in self defense. Naomi added it Jan 15, Be brave. Wally Petersen marked it as to-read Jul 09, J marked it
as to-read Sep 03, Guide to Improvised Weapons. See all 6 brand new listings. But, it I'm not sure what I was expecting from this book but it
wasn't hilarity. Remember, the purpose of an improvised weapon is to block, deflect, deter and distract or directly strike your attacker. It may be
just the convincing that someone needs to vacate the premises, providing you with valuable time to bugout. This belt fighting glove will help protect
against a knife attack. Incidentally you should get yourself a tactical pen. Friend Reviews. Lollypop A Guide to Improvised Weaponry: How to
Protect Yourself with Whatever Youve Got. Trivia About A Guide to Improv Bill o'Reilly's Killing A Guide to Improvised Weaponry: How to
Protect Yourself with Whatever Youve Got. Consider throwing birds at him, perhaps giving you a chance to escape? Written by Green Beret and
combat expert Terry Schappert, this book teaches you how to turn your lipstick, your wristwatch--even the shoes on your feet--into strategic self-
defense tools. Whether you're out grocery shopping, riding in an elevator, or enjoying a stroll through the park, A Guide to Improvised Weaponry
shows you how to control your environment and become your own bodyguard - ready and able to act when you need to. Thanks for telling us
about the problem. Terry Brooks Paperback Books. It's a great place to shop. It is a pre- planned weapon and because it's unassuming only you
will know it's in your bag. Amanda rated it really liked it Feb 24, In other words, we recommend prepping gear sold on Amazon. Jakes Christian
Inspirational No ratings or reviews yet. Eli Travis rated it it was ok Oct 23, See all 8 - All listings for this product. Halt Dog Repellant Spray.
James Howe Paperback Books. What do you do? Pete marked it as to-read Mar 17, E ven an ankle -b iter dog will offer you protection, but
when you unhook the leash you also have a whip with painful metal hook at the tip to swing at an attacker and your dog is free to help in the
attack. The clever prepper in you will find use in the sharp edges of a broken plate, ceramic coffee cup, drinking glass, beer or wine bottle to ward
off a human predator. Use a tactical pen for window breaking and escape, but also to A Guide to Improvised Weaponry: How to Protect Yourself
with Whatever Youve Got against attackers in emergency situations. A small lamp with a cord is something you could swing. If you have a pot of
hot coffee or boiling water on the stove at the time of the intrusion you can scald your intruder in self defense. The Ultimate Situational Survival
Guide. Best Selling in Nonfiction See all. If I am ever in an unplanned fight then I hope that my opponent has read this book so while they're
fumbling with matches and lighting their own shirt on fire I can be far, far away. Paintball tactical set.
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